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Spontaneous symmetry breaking plays a key role in our understanding of nature. In a relativistic
field theory, a broken continuous symmetry leads to the emergence of two types of fundamental
excitations: massless Nambu-Goldstone modes and a massive ‘Higgs’ amplitude mode. An ex-
citation of Higgs type is of crucial importance in the standard model of elementary particles [1]
and also appears as a fundamental collective mode in quantum many-body systems [2]. Whether
such a mode exists in low-dimensional systems as a resonance-like feature or becomes over-damped
through coupling to Nambu-Goldstone modes has been a subject of theoretical debate [2–7]. Here
we experimentally reveal and study a Higgs mode in a two-dimensional neutral superfluid close to
the transition to a Mott insulating phase. We unambiguously identify the mode by observing the
expected softening of the onset of spectral response when approaching the quantum critical point.
In this regime, our system is described by an effective relativistic field theory with a two-component
quantum-field [2, 8, 9], constituting a minimal model for spontaneous breaking of a continuous sym-
metry. Additionally, all microscopic parameters of our system are known from first principles and
the resolution of our measurement allows us to detect excited states of the many-body system at
the level of individual quasiparticles. This allows for an in-depth study of Higgs excitations, which
also addresses the consequences of reduced dimensionality and confinement of the system. Our work
constitutes a first step in exploring emergent relativistic models with ultracold atomic gases.
Higgs modes are amplitude oscillations of a quantum
field and appear as collective excitations in quantum
many-body systems as a consequence of spontaneous
breaking of a continuous symmetry. Close to a quantum
critical point, the low-energy physics of such systems is
in many cases captured by an effective Lorentz invariant
critical theory [2]. The minimal version of such a the-
ory describes the dynamics of a complex order parame-
ter Ψ = |Ψ|eiφ near a quantum phase transition between
an ordered (|Ψ| > 0) and a disordered phase (|Ψ| = 0).
Within the ordered phase, the classical energy density
has the shape of a Mexican hat (Fig. 1a) and the or-
der parameter takes on a non-zero value in the minimum
of this potential. Hereby, its phase φ acquires a defi-
nite value through spontaneous breaking of the rotation
symmetry (i.e., U(1) symmetry). Expanding the field
around the symmetry broken ground state leads to two
types of modes: a Nambu-Goldstone mode and a Higgs
mode related to phase and amplitude variations of Ψ, re-
spectively (Fig. 1a). In contrast to the phase mode, the
amplitude mode has a finite excitation gap (i.e., a finite
mass), which is expected to show a characteristic soft-
ening when approaching the disordered phase (Fig. 1a).
The sketched minimal model of an order parameter with
N = 2 components belongs to a class of O(N) relativistic
∗ Electronic address: manuel.endres@mpq.mpg.de
field theories, which are essential for the study of quan-
tum phase transitions [2]
Despite the fundamental nature of the amplitude
mode, a full theoretical understanding of it has not yet
been achieved. In particular, the decay of the ampli-
tude mode into lower lying phase modes, especially in
two dimensions, has led to a considerable theoretical in-
terest concerning the observability of the mode: does a
resonance-like feature of the amplitude mode persist, or
does the decay result in a low-frequency divergence [2–
7, 10]?
The earliest experimental evidence for a Higgs mode
stems from Raman scattering in a superconducting
charge-density wave compound showing an unexpected
peak [11], which was later interpreted as a signal of an
amplitude mode [12]. Further examples of experiments
in solid-state systems can be found in Ref. [7]. Impor-
tantly, none of these experiments have studied the mode
spectrum across a quantum phase transition, except for
neutron scattering experiments on quantum antiferro-
magnets [13]. In contrast to the work presented here,
a resonance-like response of an amplitude mode is un-
doubtedly expected in these systems, because the phase
transition occurs in three dimensions.
Ultracold bosonic atoms in optical lattices offer unique
possibilities to study quantum phase transitions in a re-
duced dimensionality [14]. These systems are nearly
ideal realizations of the Bose-Hubbard model, which is
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the Higgs mode and experimen-
tal sequence. a, Classical energy density V as a function
of the order parameter Ψ. Within the ordered (superfluid)
phase, Nambu-Goldstone and Higgs modes arise from phase
and amplitude modulations (blue and red arrows in panel 1).
With the coupling j = J/U (see main text) approaching the
critical value jc, the energy density transforms into a function
with a minimum at Ψ = 0 (panels 2-3). Simultaneously, the
curvature in the radial direction softens, leading to a char-
acteristic reduction of the excitation frequency for the Higgs
mode (reduced bending of the red arrow in panel 2). In the
disordered (Mott-insulating) phase, two gapped modes exist,
corresponding to particle and hole excitations in our case (red
and blue arrow in panel 3). b, The Higgs mode can be excited
with a periodic modulation of the coupling j, which amounts
to a shaking of the classical energy density potential. In the
experimental sequence, this is realized by a modulation of the
optical lattice potential (see main text for details).
parametrized by a tunnelling amplitude J and an on-site
interaction energy U (see Methods). The coupling pa-
rameter j = J/U is easily tunable via the lattice depth
and the dimensionality of the system can be reduced by
suppressing hopping in a certain direction [15–18]. At a
critical coupling jc and commensurate filling, the system
undergoes a quantum phase transition from a superfluid
(ordered) to a Mott insulating (disordered) phase [14],
which is described by an O(2) relativistic field theory
[2, 8, 9]. A number of theoretical works have studied
the Higgs mode in this system [8, 10, 19–24]. In partic-
ular, it has been argued that a modulation of the lattice
depth can reveal a Higgs mode even in a two-dimensional
system [7, 10].
Previous experiments using a lattice modulation am-
plitude of 20% were unable to identify the gapped am-
plitude mode [25, 26], most likely owing to the strong
non-linear drive [27]. A recent theoretical analysis of
experiments using Bragg scattering in three-dimensional
superfluids interpreted parts of the measured spectrum to
be the result of non-linear coupling to a short-wavelength
amplitude mode [28]. Here we experimentally study the
long-wavelength and low-energy response, which is de-
scribed by a relativistic field theory at the quantum crit-
ical point.
Our experiment began with the preparation of a two-
dimensional degenerate gas of 87Rb atoms in a single
anti-node of an optical standing wave [29]. To real-
ize different couplings j, we loaded the two-dimensional
gas into a square optical lattice with variable depth V0
(Fig. 1b). With our trapping parameters and atom num-
bers (see Methods), the density in the center of the trap is
typically one atom per lattice site. We then modulated
the lattice depth with an amplitude of 3% at variable
frequencies νmod. The modulation time was set to 20 os-
cillations cycle, thus avoiding an unwanted enhanced re-
sponse at higher frequencies present in experiments with
fixed modulation time [25, 26]. We allowed for an ad-
ditional hold time, keeping the sum of modulation and
hold time constant at 200 ms. To quantify the response,
we adiabatically increased the lattice depth to reach the
atomic limit (j ≈ 0) and measured the temperature of the
system with a recently developed scheme based on single-
atom-resolved detection [18]. It is the high sensitivity of
this method which allowed us to reduce the modulation
amplitude by almost an order of magnitude compared to
earlier experiments [25, 26] and to stay well within the
linear response regime (see Supplementary Information).
The results for selected lattice depths V0 are shown in
Fig. 2b. We observe a gapped response with an asym-
metric overall shape that will be analysed in the follow-
ing paragraphs. Notably, the maximum observed tem-
perature after modulation is well below the ‘melting’
temperature for a Mott insulator in the atomic limit
[30] Tmelt ≈ 0.2U/kB , demonstrating that our experi-
ments probe the quantum gas in the degenerate regime.
To obtain numerical values for the onset of spectral re-
sponse, we fitted each spectrum with an error function
centred at a frequency ν0 (solid black lines in Fig. 2b).
With j approaching jc, the shift of the gap to lower
frequencies is already visible in the raw data (Fig. 2b
and Fig. 5a) and becomes even more apparent for the
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FIG. 2. Softening of the Higgs mode. a, The fitted gap values hν0/U (circles) show a characteristic softening close to
the critical point in quantitative agreement with analytic predictions for the Higgs and the Mott gap (solid line and dashed
line, see text). Horizontal and vertical errorbars denote the experimental uncertainty of the lattice depths and the fit error
for the center frequency of the error function, respectively (see Methods). Vertical dashed lines denote the width of the fitted
error function and characterize the sharpness of the spectral onset. The blue shading highlights the superfluid region. b,
Temperature response to lattice modulation (circles and connecting blue line) and fit with an error function (solid black line)
for three different points in a, labeled by corresponding numbers. With the coupling j approaching the critical value jc, the
change of the gap values to lower frequencies is clearly visible (from panel 1 to 3). Vertical dashed lines mark the frequency U/h
corresponding to the on-site interaction. Each data point results from an average of the temperatures over ≈ 50 experimental
runs. Error bars represent the 1σ standard deviation.
fitted gap ν0 as a function of j/jc (Fig. 2a, filled cir-
cles). The ν0 values are in quantitative agreement with
a prediction for the Higgs gap at commensurate filling
hνSF/U = [(3
√
2−4)(1+j/jc)]1/2(j/jc−1)1/2 (solid line)
based on an analysis of variations around a mean field
state [8, 21] (throughout the manuscript, we rescaled jc in
the theoretical calculations to match the value jc ' 0.06
obtained from Quantum Monte-Carlo simulations [31]).
The sharpness of the spectral onset can be quantified
by the width of the fitted error function, which is shown
as vertical dashed lines in Fig. 2a. Approaching the crit-
ical point, the spectral onset becomes sharper, while the
width normalized to the center frequency ν0 remains con-
stant (see Supplementary Information Fig. 8). The latter
indicates that the width of the spectral onset scales in
the same way with the distance to the critical point as
the gap frequency.
We observe similar gapped responses in the Mott
insulating regime (see Supplementary Information and
Fig. 5a), with the gap closing continuously when ap-
proaching the critical point (Fig. 2a, open circles). We
interpret this as a result of combined particle and hole
excitations with a frequency given by the Mott excita-
tion gap that closes at the transition point [21]. The
fitted gaps are consistent with the Mott gap hνMI/U =
[1 + (12
√
2− 17)j/jc]1/2(1− j/jc)1/2 predicted by mean
field theory [21] (dashed line).
The observed softening of the onset of spectral re-
sponse in the superfluid regime has lead to an identifica-
tion with collective excitations of Higgs type. To gain fur-
ther insight into the full in-trap response, we calculated
the eigenspectrum of the system in a Gutzwiller approach
[21, 28] (see Methods and Supplementary Information).
The result is a series of discrete eigenfrequencies (Fig. 3a)
and the corresponding eigenmodes show in-trap super-
fluid density distributions, which are reminiscent of the
vibrational modes of a drum (Fig. 3b). The frequency of
the lowest-lying amplitude-like eigenmode closely follows
the long-wavelength prediction for homogeneous com-
mensurate filling νSF over a wide range of couplings j/jc
until the response rounds off in the vicinity of the crit-
ical point due to the finite size of the system (Fig. 3c).
Fitting the low-frequency edge of the experimental data
can be interpreted as extracting the frequency of this
mode, which explains the good quantitative agreement
with the prediction for the homogeneous commensurate
filling in Fig. 2a. Modes at different frequencies from the
lowest-lying amplitude-like mode broaden the spectrum
only above the onset of spectral response.
An eigenmode analysis, however, does not yield any
information about the finite spectral width of the modes,
which stems from the interaction between amplitude and
phase excitations. We will consider the question of the
spectral width by analysing the low-, intermediate- and
high-frequency part of the response separately. We be-
gin by examining the low-frequency part of the response,
which is expected to be governed by a process coupling
a virtually excited amplitude mode to a pair of phase
modes with opposite momentum. As a result, the re-
sponse of a strongly interacting two-dimensional super-
fluid is expected to diverge at low frequencies, if the
probe in use couples longitudinally to the order param-
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FIG. 3. Theory for in-trap response. a, A diagonalization
of the trapped system in a Gutzwiller approximation shows
a discrete spectrum of amplitude-like eigenmodes. Shown on
the vertical axis is the strength of the response to a modula-
tion of j. Eigenmodes of phase-type are not shown (see Meth-
ods) and ν0,G denotes the gap as calculated in the Gutzwiller
approximation. b, In-trap superfluid density distribution for
the four amplitude modes with lowest frequency marked by
corresponding numbers in a. In contrast to the superfluid den-
sity, the total density of the system stays almost constant (not
shown). c, Discrete amplitude mode spectrum for various
couplings j/jc. Each red circle corresponds to a single eigen-
mode with the intensity of the color being proportional the
line strength. The gap frequency of the lowest-lying mode fol-
lows the prediction for commensurate filling (solid line, same
as in Fig. 2a) until a rounding off takes place close to the crit-
ical point due to the finite size of the system. d, Comparison
of the experimental response at V0 = 9.5Er (blue circles and
connecting blue line) with a 2 × 2 cluster mean field simula-
tion (gray line and shaded area) and a heuristic model (dashed
line, for details see text and Methods). The simulation was
done for V0 = 9.5Er (gray line) and for V0 = (1± 2%) · 9.5Er
(shaded gray area) in order to account for the experimental
uncertainty of the lattice depth and predicts the energy ab-
sorption per particle ∆E.
eter [2, 4, 5] (e.g., to the real part of Ψ, if Ψ was cho-
sen along the real axis), as it is the case for neutron
scattering. If, instead, the coupling occurs in a rotation-
ally invariant fashion (i.e.,to |Ψ|2), as expected for lattice
modulation, such a divergence could be avoided and the
response is expected to scale with ω3 at low frequencies
[3, 7, 22]. Combining this result with the scaling dimen-
sions of the response function for a rotationally symmet-
ric perturbation, we expect the low-frequency response to
be proportional to (1−j/jc)−2ω3 (see Methods). The ex-
perimentally observed signal is consistent with this scal-
ing at the ‘base’ of the absorption feature (Fig. 4). This
indicates that the low-frequency part is dominated by
only a few in-trap eigenmodes, which approximately show
the generic scaling of the homogeneous system for a re-
sponse function describing coupling to |Ψ|2.
In the intermediate-frequency regime, it remains a
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FIG. 4. Scaling of the low-frequency response. The low-
frequency response in the superfluid regime shows a scaling
compatible with the prediction (1−j/jc)−2ω3 (see Methods).
Shown is the temperature response rescaled with (1− j/jc)2
for V0 = 10Er (grey), 9.5Er (black), 9Er (green), 8.5Er
(blue), 8Er (red) as a function of the modulation frequency.
The black line is a fit of the form aωb, with a fitted exponent
b = 2.9(5). The inset shows the same data points without
rescaling for comparison.
challenge to construct a first-principle analytical treat-
ment of the in-trap system including all relevant decay
and coupling processes. Lacking such a theory, we con-
structed a heuristic model combining the discrete spec-
trum from the Gutzwiller approach (Fig. 3a) with the
lineshape for a homogeneous system based on an O(N)
field theory in two dimensions, calculated in the large
N limit [3, 7] (see Methods). An implicit assumption
of this approach is a continuum of phase modes, which
is approximately valid in our case because the frequency
spacing between different phase modes is much smaller
than the typical gap to the lowest amplitude mode. The
model yields quantitative agreement with the low- to
intermediate-frequency experimental data for a range of
couplings (dashed black line in Fig. 3d and Supplemen-
tary Information), where a relativistic field theoretical
treatment of this type is applicable. Further, the re-
sponse at frequencies higher than twice the absorption
edge remains slightly underestimated.
Part of this high-frequency response might stem from
the excitation of several amplitude modes or combina-
tions of amplitude and phase modes, which cannot be
described with the Gutzwiller approximation used so far
and is only partly captured in the field theoretical treat-
ment. Therefore, we performed a dynamical simulation
based on a 2× 2 cluster variational wave function, which
captures the excitation of multiple modes as well as inter-
mode coupling, at least at high momenta. The result is
compared with experimental data in Fig. 3d and shows
good overall agreement (also compare Fig. 5a and 5b near
the critical point). Notably, the simulation predicts the
low-frequency edge, the overall width and the absolute
strength of the experimental signal without any fitting
parameters. The simulation, which also accounts for fluc-
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FIG. 5. Response from the strongly to the weakly in-
teracting limit. a, Change in Temperature ∆T as a function
of j/jc and the modulation frequency νmod. A pronounced
feature close to j/jc = 1 directly shows the existence of the
gap and its softening. Approaching the weakly interacting
limit (higher j/jc), the response broadens and vanishes. b,
Simulation using a variational 2×2 cluster wave function pre-
dicting the energy absorption per particle ∆E for the same
parameter range. The simulation shows agreement with the
experimental data near the critical point in both the softening
of the response and the overall width of the absorption band.
However, the simulation does not fully reproduce the vanish-
ing of the response at higher j/jc values. A splitting in the
excitation structure at j/jc ≈ 3 is visible, which might also
be present in the experimental data. A low-frequency feature
associated with density oscillations at the edges of the trap
due to the excitation of phase-like modes is clearly seen in
the simulations. This feature occurs below the lowest mea-
sured frequency in the experiment and thus is not visible in a,
(except in the vicinity of the critical point, where the lowest
modulation frequencies are close to this feature). Black solid
lines show the mean field predictions as plotted in Fig. 2a.
tuations of the experimental parameters, shows a fine
structure which is not observed in the experiment. This
indicates that the 2×2 cluster treatment still cannot fully
capture the broadening of the modes due to coupling with
low-energy phase modes.
Our analysis, so far, has shown the existence of an am-
plitude mode in the Bose-Hubbard model close to the
critical point (j/jc ≈ 1), where the low-energy descrip-
tion of the system is approximately Lorentz invariant.
In the weakly interacting limit (j/jc  1), however,
the low-energy description (Gross-Pitaevski theory) be-
comes effectively Galilean invariant, which forbids the
existence of such a mode [32, 33]. To probe the evolution
of the amplitude-mode response when approaching the
weakly interacting limit, we extended our measurements
to higher values of the coupling j. The results are shown
in Fig. 5a as a density plot, where a pronounced signal for
j/jc . 3 directly shows the softening of the mode close
to the critical point. Approaching the weakly interact-
ing limit with higher j/jc values, the response gradually
broadens and finally disappears. Despite earlier theoret-
ical treatments of the system in this regime [22, 34, 35],
a prediction of the disappearance of the response is still
lacking. Also, results from the 2 × 2 cluster variational
wave function approximation could only partially capture
this effect (Fig. 5b).
In conclusion, we could identify and study long-
wavelength Higgs modes in a neutral two-dimensional su-
perfluid close to the quantum phase transition to a Mott
insulating state. This was enabled by recent advances
in the high-resolution imaging of single atoms in opti-
cal lattices [17, 18], leading to a new level of precision
for the spectroscopy of ultracold quantum gases. The
obtained spectra show softening at the quantum phase
transition and are consistent with the generic ω3 low-
frequency scaling for a rotationally invariant coupling to
the order parameter in a two-dimensional strongly inter-
acting superfluid. Furthermore, our results challenge the
development of a quantitative theory valid between the
strongly and the weakly interacting regimes capable of
predicting the observed disappearance of the response.
Our data also call for a first-principle treatment of the
discrete nature of Higgs modes in a confined system. In
this regard, we note an interesting connection to parti-
cle physics, where the Higgs boson spectrum within the
conjectured compact extra dimensions [36] may acquire
a similar discrete spectrum.
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METHODS
Experimental details. The preparation of the two-
dimensional degenerate gas is described in Ref. [29].
During the experiment, the gas was held in a single anti-
node of a vertical optical standing wave with a depth
of 20(2)Er, where Er denotes the lattice recoil energy
Er = h
2/(8ma2lat) with m the atomic mass of
87Rb. The
lattice constant for the vertical and both horizontal op-
tical lattices was alat = 532 nm and the trapping fre-
quencies for the two-dimensional system were typically
60 Hz. The ramp for lattice loading and the ramp to
the atomic limit were s-shaped with a total duration of
120 ms and 75 ms respectively. Our systems contained
an atom number of 190(36) resulting in a central den-
sity close to one atom per lattice site. The data point
in Fig. 2a at j/jc ≈ 1.1 was taken with slightly different
parameters (Ttot = 300 ms and Tmod = 15 τ , see Fig. 1b)
and is excluded in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5a.
Calibration of the lattice depths. We calibrated
the lattice depths by performing amplitude modulation
spectroscopy [29] with an estimated calibration uncer-
tainty of 1%. To minimize drifts of the lattice depths,
we typically repeated this calibration for the horizontal
lattice axes after 80 experimental runs. We observed a
drift of the lattice depths between these calibrations of
maximally 2%, but in most cases no change was observ-
able.
Determination of the Bose-Hubbard parame-
ters. The Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by
HBH = −J
∑
〈ik〉
bˆ†i bˆk +
U
2
∑
i
nˆi(nˆi − 1) +
∑
i
(Vi − µ)nˆi,
(1)
where bˆ†i (bˆi) is the boson creation (annihilation) operator
on lattice site i, nˆi is the boson number operator, J is the
hopping matrix element, U is the on-site interaction, µ
is the chemical potential, and Vi describes the harmonic
trapping potential. The Bose-Hubbard parameters J and
U were calculated from the lattice depths by a numeri-
cal band-structure calculation [14]. The uncertainties of
the coupling j = J/U , stated as horizontal errorbars in
Fig. 1a, result from the experimental uncertainty of the
lattice depths of about 2%.
Fit of the mode gap. We fitted the temperature re-
sponse with T = T0+∆T/2 {erf[ 1σe (νmod−ν0)]+1}, where
erf(x) denotes the error function. The fitting parameters
were the temperature offset T0, the temperature increase
∆T , the width σe and the center frequency ν0. The fit
function is a model free approach to extract numerical
7values for the onset of spectral response. The center fre-
quency ν0 (circles in Fig. 2a) is a measure for the po-
sition of the spectral onset, while the width σe (vertical
dashed lines in Fig. 2a) is a measure for its sharpness.
The width σe can also be seen as an estimation for the
maximum error on the extraction of the position of the
onset. During the least-square optimization, data points
at frequencies larger than ν0 + 2.5σe were excluded. The
vertical errorbar in Fig. 2a is given by the 1σ fitting error
for νo and the vertical dashed lines denote ±σe.
Scaling of the low-frequency response. The am-
plitude mode response at low frequencies is expected to
be proportional to ω3, which is observed in a weak-
coupling expansion [7], in a large N expansion [3, 7]
and in the quantum phase model [22]. Additionally, di-
mensional analysis shows that the amplitude mode re-
sponse for an O(N) field theory should follow a scal-
ing of the form [2, 7] F (ω, jjc ) = A∆
3−2/νΦ( ω∆ ), where
∆ ∝ (1 − jjc )ν is a typical energy scale, ν is the criti-
cal exponent associated with ∆, A is a constant and Φ
a universal function. Combining this scaling with the ω3
prediction yields F (ω, jjc ) = A(1 −
j
jc
)−2ω3 at low fre-
quencies. For the plot in Fig. 4, we chose frequencies in a
span from ν0−1.5σe to ν0 +0.5σe, with ν0 and σe taken
from the error function fit of the individual responses.
Gutzwiller calculation of the Eigenmodes in a
trap. To perform the eigenmode analysis, we used the
Gutzwiller trial wave function [21, 28]
|Ψ1×1〉 = eiφ
∏
i
(αi(t) |0〉i
+
√
1− |αi(t)|2 − |γi(t)|2|1〉i + γi(t)|2〉i), (2)
where αi(t) and γi(t) are variational parameters, |n〉i cor-
responds to a state with n bosons on site i, and φ is an
overall phase. First, we obtained the stationary solu-
tion |Ψ01×1〉 (corresponding to {α0i , γ0i }) by minimizing
〈Ψ01×1|HBH|Ψ01×1〉 in the entire trap. Next, we linearized
the equations of motion, which were obtained by mini-
mizing the effective action 〈Ψ1×1|i∂t−HBH|Ψ1×1〉 around
the stationary solution. The resulting eigenvalue problem
was solved by a Bogoliubov transformation Mk,ir that
relates Bogoliubov creation f†k (and annihilation fk) op-
erators to the small fluctuations δαi and δγi around the
stationary solution
f†k =
∑
i
(Mk,i1δαi +Mk,i2δα
∗
i +Mk,i3δγi +Mk,i4δγ
∗
i ) ,
(3)
where k is the eigenmode index. We can identify the
modes as amplitude-like or phase-like using a measure of
‘amplitudeness’
A =
∑
i
Mk,i1Mk,i3, (4)
which is positive for amplitude-like modes and negative
for phase-like modes (see Supplementary Information).
To describe lattice modulation spectroscopy, we sepa-
rated the Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian into a time inde-
pendent part that describes the system with no mod-
ulation and a time dependent part that describes the
lattice modulation: HBH = H0 + sin(ωt)H
′. The
rate of excitation of the k-th amplitude or phase mode
is given by Fermi’s golden rule: Γ(ω) = δ(ω −
ωk)|〈Ψ01×1fk|H ′|Ψ01×1〉|2. The line strengths plotted in
Fig. 3a are proportional to Si = |〈Ψ01×1fk|H ′|Ψ01×1〉|2.
The line strengths decrease with increasing frequency, be-
cause higher energy modes show short wavelength spatial
variations and do not efficiently couple to lattice modu-
lation.
Heuristic model. We constructed a heuristic model
(dashed line in Fig. 3d and Supplementary Information),
which combines the frequencies and line strengths of our
Gutzwiller calculation with the shape of the response
calculated by field theoretical methods. For a given
j/jc value, the Gutzwiller approach yields a series of
amplitude-like normal modes with frequencies νi and cor-
responding line strengths Si. The heuristic model con-
sists of summing up a response function F (νi, νmod) for
each of this frequencies weighted with the corresponding
line strengths. A calculation based on a large N expan-
sion of a two-dimensional O(N) field theory [3, 7] yielded
a scalar response function for the homogeneous and com-
mensurate system of the form
F (ν, νmod) ∝ ν
3
mod
(ν2mod − ν2)2 + 4γ2ν2mod
. (5)
A parametrization of the N = 2 case of the model can
be found in Refs. [8, 9] and yields hγ/U = 18 . Assuming
this response function at each individual normal mode
(and measuring all frequencies in units of U/h) results
in the final model function
Fh(νmod) = A1 +A2
∑
i
Si
ν3mod
(ν2mod − ν2i )2 + 4γ2ν2mod
,
(6)
with γ = 18 and fit parameters A1 and A2.
Dynamical evolution: 2×2 cluster wave functions.
We performed a study of the dynamical evolution of the
system using 2× 2 cluster variational wave functions
8|Ψ2×2〉 =
∏
i
[
ai(t)
∣∣∣∣ 0 00 0
〉
+ bi(t)
∣∣∣∣ 1 00 0
〉
+ ci(t)
∣∣∣∣ 0 10 0
〉
+ . . .
]
, (7)
where ai(t), bi(t), ci(t), . . . are the variational parame-
ters. We restrict the maximum occupation number per
site to two. To initialize the dynamics, we obtained the
initial trial wave function, corresponding to the state of
the system before modulation spectroscopy begins, by
minimizing 〈Ψ2×2|HBH|Ψ2×2〉. Next, we dynamically
evolved the trial wave function during the modulation
drive, the hold time and the ramp to the atomic limit
(see Fig 1b). Finally, we measured the total energy ab-
sorption per particle ∆E of the resulting state (in units
of the on-site interaction U in the atomic limit).
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Raw data, linear response and width of the model
function
In Fig. 6 we show the raw data for all data points
plotted in Fig. 2a of the main text. The closing of the
gap coming from the superfluid side of the transition
(j/jc > 1) is clearly visible and is followed by a reopening
in the Mott insulating regime (j/jc < 1).
We probed the time dependence of the response for two
different combinations of lattice depth V0 and modula-
tion frequency νmod. The results are shown in Fig. 7. A
linear response as a function of the number of oscillation
cycles is visible up to 40 modulation cycles. Notably, our
experiments were performed at 20 cycles, staying well
within the regime of linear temperature response. A lin-
ear fit yielded a slope of 1.8(2) · 10−3 kBTU 1τ in both cases,
where τ is the time for a single cycle of the modulation.
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FIG. 6. Raw data and fits for all data points shown in
Figure 2a of the main text. Each data point results from
an average of the temperatures from about 50 experimental
runs. Error bars represent the standard deviation.
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FIG. 7. Linear Response. Temperature as a function of
the number of modulation cycles for a, V0 = 9Er and νmod =
400 Hz and b, V0 = 10.3Er and νmod = 250 Hz.
As shown in Fig. 8a, the width σe of the fitted error
function decreases when approaching the critical point
from the superfluid side (j > jc) indicating that the
sharpness of the spectral onset increases. However, the
width σe normalized to the center frequency of the er-
ror function ν0 remains constant within errorbars (see
Fig. 8b).
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FIG. 8. Width of the model function. a, Width σe of the
fitted error function for j > jc. b, Width σe divided by the
center frequency ν0 of the fitted error function for j > jc.
Heuristic model in comparison with the
experimental data
In Fig. 9 we show a comparison of the heuristic model
(see Methods) with the experimental data in the su-
perfluid region. We find good agreement for the low-
frequency to mid-frequency response close to the phase
transition, where the relativistic field-theoretical treat-
ment is expected to be applicable.
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FIG. 9. Heuristic model. Fit of the data in the superfluid
regime (blue circles) with a heuristic model (dashed line).
For details concerning the model see the Methods section.
The individual contributions A2SiF (νi, νmod) are shown as
solid lines. Red circles mark the frequency position νi of the
corresponding normal mode.
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FIG. 10. Amplitude measure and line strength. a, Am-
plitude measure as a function of eigenfrequency for a trapped
system at j/jc = 1.2. Amplitude-like (phase-like) modes have
positive (negative) amplitude measure. b, Line strength for
the same mode spectrum. Amplitude-like (phase-like) modes
are shown in red (green). A large number of modes have
strictly zero coupling strength due to their spatial symme-
try. From the modes, which are allowed by symmetry, only
the ones with long wavelength spatial variations (low-energy)
couple significantly to lattice modulation. This leads to an
effective gap between the amplitude-like and phase-like re-
sponse (blue shading). The effective gap increases with the
distance to the critical point (Fig. 11).
Phase- and amplitude-like modes
We verify that eigenmodes show amplitude-like or
phase-like character by applying the amplitude measure,
Eq. (4) of the Methods section. For each eigenmode, we
compute the amplitude measure and plot it as a function
of the eigenfrequency (see Fig. 10a). The result shows
two branches: a branch at lower frequencies with nega-
tive measure that corresponds to phase-like modes, and
a gapped branch at higher frequencies with positive mea-
sure that corresponds to amplitude-like modes.
Importantly, lattice modulation couples only to a few
modes of the full spectrum (see Fig. 10b). Most modes
have strictly vanishing coupling strengths, because their
spatial symmetry prevents an excitation with lattice
modulation (where both axis are driven in phase and
with the same amplitude). From the remaining modes,
only the ones with the lowest frequencies of the respec-
tive branch show a significant coupling. At higher fre-
quencies, the modes are dominated by short wavelength
spatial variations avoiding an efficient coupling to (uni-
form) lattice modulation.
This results in an effective gap between the response
from phase and amplitude-like modes (see Fig. 10b and
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FIG. 11. Normal mode spectrum as a function of j/jc.
Each circle corresponds to an eigenmode with the intensity of
the color being proportional to the line strength (see Meth-
ods). Amplitude-like (phase-like) modes are shown in red
(green). The response from phase-like modes is only visi-
ble at low frequencies and separated from the amplitude-like
response by a gap. The experimental response in the main
amplitude-mode peak is therefore expected to be unaltered
by the presence of phase-like modes.
Fig. 11). In the experiment, both responses are there-
fore expected to be well separated. In the spectra shown
in Fig. 9, a response from phase-like modes might be
visible for the lowest experimental frequencies (e.g., for
V0 = 9Er at νmod/U ≈ 0.2 or for V0 = 10.3Er at
νmod/U ≈ 0.15). In all cases, these features are sepa-
rated from the main peak and do not alter the analysis
of the main response, except for the low-frequency scal-
ing in Fig. 4 of the main text, where the lowest frequency
data points were excluded (see Methods). A response
from phase-like modes is also visible for the cluster wave
function data shown in Fig. 5b of the main text as a sharp
feature at very low frequencies (see also figure caption of
Fig. 5b), which is well separated from the main response.
The same generic behaviour of the amplitudeness mea-
sure is also seen in a homogeneous system (see Fig. 12a).
Two branches with negative and positive measure are vis-
ible, corresponding to phase-like and amplitude-like exci-
tations. The amplitudeness measure is also related to the
time evolution of the respective modes given by the tra-
jectories of the order parameter Ψ in the complex plane.
For a given mode, the trajectory is an ellipse around the
equilibrium value of Ψ (see Fig. 12c) and the full ellipse is
passed in a time 1/ν, where ν is the excitation frequency
of the mode. To characterize the ellipses, we introduce
the flatness parameter f = (a − b)/(a + b), where a and
b are the axes of the ellipse as defined in Fig. 12c. The
flatness parameter f (Fig. 12b) also shows two branches
corresponding to phase- and amplitude-like modes, with
a similar behaviour as the amplitudeness measure. In the
respective branches, the modes with the lowest energies
correspond to low-momentum modes. For these modes,
the trajectories are very flat ellipses (large |f |) with their
major axis perpendicular (f < 0, phase-like) or parallel
(f > 0, amplitude-like) to the direction of the mean or-
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FIG. 12. Phase- and amplitude-like modes for a ho-
mogeneous system. a, Amplitudeness measure A for a
homogeneous system at j/jc = 1.2 as a function of fre-
quency ν. Two branches with decreasing magnitude of the
amplitudeness measure are visible. Negative and positive val-
ues correspond to phase- and amplitude-like modes, respec-
tively. The calculation was done in the Gutzwiller approxi-
mation (see Methods) for a square system with a length of
40 sites applying periodic boundary conditions. b, Flatness
f = (a− b)/(a+ b) of the trajectories of the order parameter
in the complex plane as a function of frequency ν. Again, two
branches corresponding to phase-like (starting from f < 0)
and amplitude-like (starting from f > 0) modes are visible.
c, Illustration of the flatness parameter f showing typical tra-
jectories for the order parameter Ψ in the complex plane. For
both panels the mean value of Ψ is 0.47 along the real axis
(small cross). For f < 0 (left panel), the trajectory is an
ellipse around the mean value, with its major axis perpendic-
ular to the real axis (i.e., the direction of the order parameter).
For f > 0 (right panel), the major axis is parallel to the real
axis.
der parameter. With increasing momentum the modes
become more circular, with a flatness parameter close to
zero.
The main difference to the trapped system is the possi-
bility to excite certain modes in the spectrum with lattice
modulation. In an infinitely large homogeneous system,
only modes with zero momentum can be excited with lat-
11
tice modulation (the lowest energy mode of the respective
branches). In a large enough trapped system, this selec-
tion rule is still approximately valid in the sense that only
a few modes with the lowest energies of the respective
branches couple significantly (see Fig. 10b). The spatial
pattern of these modes show only long-wavelength varia-
tions (equivalent to low-momentum in a trapped system).
